
Various types of writings
Kinds of works of great variety, here we only briefly describe the writing of some of them. In any case, 
the basic rules of writing different types of essays remain unchanged.

Essay-reasoning
It is always aimed at convincing the reader of something, to change or consolidate his opinion on a 
particular problem (if the opinion of the author and the reader is the same). Therefore, the basis of 
reasoning, its core becomes clearly formulated, understandable and justified from different points of 
view, one main idea. 

First step: clearly and fully articulate the idea you want to prove. You can check the success of this step 
as follows. Read the wording to a few people: if they have no questions about your position (objections
to the substance of the question are not taken into account), then the wording is good. 

Now we can begin to write the essay-reasoning. Essay-reasoning consists of 3 parts. They are: thesis 
(this is the idea, judgment, position that you have formulated and that you will prove); arguments (each
of them should serve as a visual, perfect and therefore convincing proof of your thoughts); conclusion, 
which essentially repeats the thesis, but takes it to a new level with broad generalizations, forecasts, 
recommendations, etc. Optional, but desirable part is a brief introduction, whose task is to engage the 
reader in a dialogue, to determine the essence and relevance of the problem.

How to write essays in the form of mini-essays
Mini-essays are a literary genre based on associative thinking. It is a small work with free composition,
expressing impressions about a particular subject. In fiction, the essay often has an emotional, sensual 
transfer of the mood of the described landscape, events. 

The main feature of the essay is the free representation of thoughts and feelings, the answer to the 
question posed in a fairly small volume of the text. This genre is especially popular in recent years. 
Today, the essay is often offered as an assignment in various subjects, at the time of admission to the 
University, and can also be part of the resume when applying for a job. 

Writing essays is extremely useful, so everyone should know how to write such mini compositions. Pay
attention to the volume of the essay. It should occupy no more than seven pages of printed text and 
should answer only one question. Emphasize a trusting style of communication with the reader. Let the 
narrative be at ease. Try to surprise the reader by pondering some aphoristic statement. Don't use 
frivolous slang in an essay. At the same time, do not use complex phrases to make the text 
understandable to any reader. 
To find more information about different types of writings check out our Essays For Sale service.

https://essayunion.com/essays-for-sale.html
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